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We investigate two schemes for the efBcient conversion of coherent input light into bright-squeezed
output light. Both schemes utilize strong signal and weak probe fields, interacting with three-level
ladder-configuration atoms inside optical cavities. The schemes differ in the resonance requirements
of the cavities and produce noise suppression for quite different tuning regimes. Quantum-noise
reduction is a consequence of the dressing of the atoms with two coherent fields. By tuning the probe
light in the right fashion, spontaneous emission &om the excited state can be made to counteract
signal-light intensity Suctuations.
PACS number(s): 42.50.Lc, 42.50.Dv
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the considerable recent advances in the genera-
tion of squeezed light [1],an efficient scheme that converts
a strong coherent light beam into a beam with the same
amplitude, but with reduced amplitude Huctuations, has
not yet been discovered. Early squeezing experiments
using two-level atoms were limited by the effects of spon-
taneous emission [2]. While the spontaneous emission
could be reduced by tuning away &om the atomic res-
onance, this also turns off' the nonlinearity which gen-
erates the squeezing. Recent work which makes use of
atomic coherence effects in coherently driven three-level
atoms [3—5] offers the possibility of tailoring an atomic
medium so that one can have a substantial nonlinear sus-
ceptibility with minimal absorption [6]. By means of a
reduction of population in the excited state, the effect of
spontaneous emission is thus reduced, giving an enhanced
potential for the generation of squeezed light.
Recently, suggestions have been made for the utiliza-
tion of spontaneous emission to reduce the amplitude
auctuations of a light field which drives and thereby sat-
urates an atomic transition. It is well known that such a
noise suppression effect is not present in two-level atomic
systems. Coherence between the levels of the strongly
driven transition and a third atomic energy level needs
to be established. In recent papers, Gheri and Walls [7,8]
have considered ensembles of three-level atoms in the A
configuration interacting with a strong coherent signal
on one transition and a weak probe on the other. They
were able to demonstrate good amplitude squeezing on
the signal output &om the cavity.
In this paper we consider two systems, both of which
utilize an ensemble of three-level atoms in the ladder (cas-
cade) configuration, with a strong coherent signal on the
upper transition and a weak probe on the lower one. In
the first system, which we have named the squeezer, the
optical cavity containing the atoms is tuned for resonance
with the signal field only. The second, called the ghost
trnnsition scheme, requires that the cavity be resonant
with both signal and probe Gelds. The use of ladder
atoms should make the systems more easily experimen-
tally realizable than the schemes of Gheri and Walls. The
requirement for stabilization of the cavity to a single res-
onance should make the squeezer the easier to utilize of
the two. The correlations that build up between the two
light fields in the doubly resonant setup could, however,
be exploited to further improve the squeezing; cf. Ref.
[8). Measurements performed on the probe output could
be fed forward electronically and used to erase what is
left in the signal output of the atomic noise that has been
distributed to both light fields.
We will demonstrate below that the three-level ladder
system will efficiently convert coherent input light into
amplitude squeezed output light for both experimental
setups. While it might appear that the ladder atoms
would be more susceptible to the effects of spontaneous
emission than the A atoms, our calculations show that
the eff'ect is slight. Since the semiclassical portions of the
calculations are almost identical for the two schemes, the
first part of this paper will apply to both schemes. The
particular Huctuation analyses for each scheme will be
presented separately in self-contained sections.
II. MOTIVATION
'Permanent address: Department of Physics, University of
Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand.
Consider a closed two-level atom driven by a coherent
light field whose Rabi &equency 0 greatly exceeds the
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natural linewidth p of the excited state. The light 6eld
will saturate the system and both levels will be almost
equally populated. At first glance one might expect that
the loss incurred by the light field due to spontaneous
emission &om the excited state could constitute a poten-
tial mechanism for suppressing the intensity fluctuations
of the light provided the interaction takes place inside a
cavity. Any increase in intracavity intensity would lead
to more population in the excited state and thus increase
the loss due to a larger number of spontaneously emitted
photons.
However, this is not the case. The rate p at which
photons are absorbed &om the light 6eld is not solely
determined by the population in the excited state o„,
but is modi6ed by the 6eld such that
/0/2
Clearly, a stronger light Geld not only increases the ex-
cited state population but also makes an incoherent pro-
cess such as spontaneous decay less likely. This phe-
nomenon is well known and is usually referred to as
bleaching.
However, the same need not hold for more complicated
level configurations. What we would like to 6nd is a sys-
tem consisting of a strongly driven atomic transition that
is open and in which fluctuations in the intensity of the
driving light will result in a change of the atoms absorp-
tive response, thereby counteracting the fluctuations. By
open we mean that one of the two levels is connected to
a further level by means of a bidirectional coupling so as
to ensure a nonvanishing level population. Note that it
is essential for the field to saturate the transition so as
to minimize the loss experienced by the mean amplitude
of the 6eld.
It is quite clear that this coupling cannot be of an inco-
herent nature as this would change the level populations
but not the nature of the response of the atoms. It would
thus appear that a coherent coupling to a third level is
required. If we operate in a tuning limit where the co-
herent coupling has a signi6cant impact on the system
dynamics strong coherences between all levels build up;
cf. Sec. IV. In this case we can no longer consider the
levels as being independent of each other. As we have
in fact changed the system characteristics by involving
a third level in the response of the atoms to the strong
light 6eld, we may hope to have achieved a qualitative
change in the atoms' response.
Applying a second coherent field would allow us to
tailor the atomic response by altering the &equency and
intensity of this field. In the following we will analyze
two methods whereby this idea can be realized with a
medium of three-level ladder-configuration atoms inside
an optical cavity.
da~
K~(1—+ i/, )a, + g, o~~+1 —/2K, a'",dt
t
dt
2 Ylo22 + gl(o21oi + oitr12)
+4» ( ~ P,'"+P',"' .),
dCTg3 t
dt
2 Y2&33 g2(o32 2 + o o23)2
g2w2 (~32P—2" + P2 'o23),
(2a)
(2c)
d&y2 (71 + i+)|r12 + gloi (o22 oil) + g2o2o13
+g2 Yl (o22 oil)Pl + Q2 Y2 p2 &13l
do 23
( Yl + Y2)o23 gloio13 + g2o2(&33 o22)
Q2 Y1Pi &13 + Q2 f2( 33oo22)p2
(2d)
dC7i3
dt (Y2 + i+)&13 + gloio23 g2a2o12
+ /2pi o 23Pi" —g2p2 cr12P&", (2f)
along with the obvious equations for the three conjugate
variables. Note that g~, assumed to be real, is the cou-
pling constant for mode j and K~ are the respective cavity
decay rates. Also note the assumed closure relation for
the atomic population operators: Z - zo~~ = 1. In the
12&
as shown in Fig. 1, contained in an optical resonator.
These atoms interact with a strong coherent signal (de-
scribed by boson operators a2 and az) and a weak probe
field (described by al and ai). The Rabi frequencies of
the signal and probe satisfy ~O,
~
)) ~O~~. The signal field
is assumed to be at resonance with the upper transition,
although this is not a prerequisite, and the probe is de-
tuned by 4 &om the lower transition. The spontaneous
decay rates and detuning are as shown in Fig. 1.
In our analysis we begin by adapting the equations of
motion given by Poizat, Collett, and Walls in [9]. Ne-
glecting the position dependence gives us the following
system of equations:
III. BASIC EQUATIONS
The general system under consideration is an ensemble
of three-level atoms in the ladder (cascade) configuration,
FIG. 1. Energy level diagram of a three-level atom in the
ladder configuration driven by two coherent fields with Rabi
frequencies 0, and 0„. The strong signal field is tuned to
resonance while the probe is detuned by E. The spontaneous
decay rates are denoted by 2p& and 2', respectively.
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setup under consideration, P~ is the mistuning (in units of
m~) between the input and cavity fields, chosen such that
the cavity mistuning due to the presence of the atoms is
compensated for. This means that the input fields are
resonant with the respective cavities at all times. The
atomic operators have been defined
alytically accessible. Thus upon replacing 4 by Ap + v
and A2oby ]O, ~2 (note that I, = ~O,
~
and I„= ~O„~2)
and carrying out an asymptotic series expansion in the
small parameter 1/~O, ], we obtain much simpler expres-
sions. The large coherences established in the atomic
system create finite contributions for all o;~, even in low-
est order. In particular, after also setting I' = pq + p2,
we find
ops —— (2v+ il'),O, O~pg (7a)
where 0;". denotes the coherence operator between levels
i and j of the pth atoxn. These operators obey the multi-
plication rule 0;zog~ = o;~b~~/N. The P'" are stochastic
atomic noise operators. For the particular case of the
squeezer, we do not need to consider probe Huctuations,
so we can make the simplification of replacing gqaq by its
semiclassical equivalent 0„.For use below, we also define
the cooperativity for each mode [10], C~ = g2N/+~pe,
a quantity which characterizes the strength of the col-
lective interactions of the N atoms with the respective
cavity mode.
Going to the quantum white noise limit, it is im-
mediately apparent that this system can be treated as
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in the atomic variables.
This is equivalent to a system description via a master
equation, which, while containing less information than
Langevin equations, is more convenient for our system.
There is no difference in the assuxned vacuum state of the
baths. Since we are interested in the atomic variables, we
use Eqs. (2b)—(2f) to give the quantum stochastic difFer-
ential equation
do = —(Moo' —a)dt + dp(t), (4)
in which the matrix Mp gives the tixne evolution of the
atomic variables for given values of the fields while dP(t)
is treated as a vector of quantum Ito noise increments.
The above system of nonlinear operator equations can
be readily solved via linearization [ll]. Setting the noise
increments to zero and treating the system operators as
c numbers allows us to determine the semiclassical de-
terministic aspects of the interaction. This entails set-
ting O~ = g~a~. Having performed a system size expan-
sion [12] in terms of N, the number of atoms, system
Huctuations will be described by correction terms of the
order I/~N. We find for the deterministic equation
80
—= —Mp(r+ a, ,dt
which, for the steady-state, obviously gives
o. = Mp a.
IV. SEMICLASSICAL SOLUTIONS
Although exact analytical expressions can be obtained
for the density matrix elements, they are rather unwieldy.
We are interested in the regime in which 4
~O, ] and
~O, ] » ]Oz] and fortunately find that this regime is an-
(7b)
(r —2iv),Oppg
Dp
(r'+ 4v')&, + I„(r+~, )
D0Ir0'33= D )0
2I&v+y
DoiO, ]
'
(7c)
(7d)
(7e)
(7f)
with all expressions having the common denominator
Do —I„(31'+pg) + pg (I' + 4v2).
V. THE SQUEEZER MODEL
A. Mesoscopic quantum fluctuation analysis
We will now proceed to analyze the quantum statistical
properties of the system. Assuming the Huctuations to be
small, we may use a linearized Huctuation analysis. Con-
sequently, the quantum stochastic properties of the field
depend on both the linear atoxnic response to the field
and on atoxnic noise terms describing spontaneous emis-
sion. This can be most concisely formulated in the &e-
quency domain, in terms of susceptibility coeKcients yp~,
where k and l represent the signal field quadratures. This
establishes a linear relationship between Huctuations in
the atomic polarizations and the light field [13,14]. Since
it is convenient to use quadrature operators, we define
The above are remarkably similar to the expressions
obtained by Gheri and Walls [7] for the A system in the
same regime. It seems that, at least in lowest order,
the ladder system is almost completely equivalent to a
A system with the signal transition rotated about the
upper level. The one immediate difference is that we
now require a negative detuning to obtain inversion on
the signal transition (7f). This can be understood as fol-
lows: clearly, A and ladder atoms are equivalent as far as
purely coherent processes are concerned. In our tuning
limit the coherent interactions dominate the semiclassi-
cal behavior. Thus in going from the A to the ladder
scheme (as far as the population inversion is concerned)
it is suKcient to interchange the labeling of the ground
and excited states.
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X, = ha+ bat
Y, = i
l
— ha — ba.
fn' n
Elnl
we see that
'ba = I, 'ba.OXe OXe (16)
The annihilation and creation operators for the Buctua-
tions in the signal-light Geld are denoted by ba and bat
and o, is the macroscopic mean complex amplitude of the
signal mode.
Arranging the signal quadrature operators (with the
reference phase given by the cavity field and the subscript
denoting the squeezer model) in a column vector X,q(t) =
(X,(t), Y,(t)), we can write the time evolution of the
intracavity signal fluctuations in the general form
dX, (t) = dLt, (t)X, (t) + R, (t)dt,
&"(~) = X"(~)X. (~) + &.(~)
where the atomic noise quadrature operators are ar-
ranged in the vector P,~(u), which allows us to define
the atomic noise correlation matrix for the total system
G(~)b(~+ ~) = (P(~)P (~)).
Although the relationships given in this section so far
will hold for arbitrary &equency, &om now on we will
take advantage of the forrnal similarity between a zero-
frequency fluctuation analysis and an adiabatic analysis.
A zero-&equency analysis applies only to slow field fIuc-
tuations, which the atoms will follow adiabatically.
To develop the zero-frequency susceptibility coefB-
cients, we begin with the actual microscopic operator-
valued coefficient y, "(a,at). We can define a nonlinear
semiclassical susceptibility coefficient y, (n, n ) by the re-
lationship
(~2s)
x. = C'.v2 0, (12)
Linearizing the mode operators around their expectation
values so that a = o. + ba, we can expand y, " in terms
ofy, :
x. "(a,at)a = x.(n, n )n+ x( ,nn)ba
+n 'ha+ n 'bat+ O(2).
Oo! On'
Noting that
(13)
where B,q(t) denotes the atomic contribution to the
signal fIuctuations and the Liouvillian superoperator
dLy, ~(t) describes the evolution of the mode in an empty
cavity [15].
In the frequency domain R,~(u) can be expressed as a
linear superposition of the driving field Huctuation terms
and the statistically independent noise terms. We find
the simple relation
Using the fIuctuation equation of motion
'B,ba = —(1+ig)ba+ y, "a
—q, n —g2/Kba'" + q.„
where q q represents atomic noise, and combining ba and
bat in the quadrature operators defined above, we arrive
at the equation
r 'Bt,X, = [Re(y, ) —1]X,+ 2I, ' X,BRe(y, )BI,
+ [P —Im(y, )] Y, —g2/KX,'" + X, , (18)
where X, denotes the atomic noise operator perturbing
the cavity amplitude. Note that all quadrature operators
are defined with respect to the phase of the mean cavity
field. Since in this particular case we are interested in
absorption of the signal, this allows us to define
yxx = —1 + Re(y, ) + 2I,BI.Re(g, ),
in which Re(y, ) becomes the linear absorption coefficient
and 2I,BI Re(y, ) becomes the nonlinear absorption co-
efIicient. Proceeding in a similar manner, we can define
yves = —1+Re(y, ),
Xxi = 4 —&m(X. )
Xi x = —4 + &m(X. ) + 2I.BI.&m(& ).
(20a)
(20b)
(20c)
C.r~2I„F 1 8&~, l
D
C,I„I'p2
ID
8Ce I„pip2v
gYX =
0
(21a)
(21b)
(21c)
Following the usual procedure for Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
processes [11], we derive, for the excess atomic noise in
the intracavity signal (i.e. , the variances and covariances
of the atomic noise operators X, and Y, ),
N," l o —QMO'G(Mo ') C} (22)
where Q is the amplitude and phase quadrature gener-
ating matrix QC, p2/K QoP;~, with
Note that, as already stated, we assume that P is chosen
such that waxy vanishes for zero &equency. This is tan-
tamount to keeping the cavity resonant with the input
Geld in the presence of an intracavity medium. Again to
lowest order, we find [16]
Ox. Ox. OI.
Oo. OI, Oo.
(14)
0 ~ ~ (23)
and P,.
~
is a projector which selects the appropriate rows
i and j of M0 . For later use, we define
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N;"„~ p —K (24)
In order to predict the degree of amplitude squeezing
in the output signal, we must now calculate Var(X, "t).
Using the standard input-output relationship
Although an analytical expression can be obtained for
the atomic noise, it is rather complicated and not very
illuminating, in contrast to the A system, where a rea-
sonably simple expression can be derived. The obvious
explanation for this is that spontaneous emission pro-
cesses can play a greater role on the signal transition
of the ladder system, thereby complicating the analysis.
Therefore relationship (22) is mostly useful for numerical
simulations.
X " = X'" + ~2m X,
and the zero-&equency equation of motion
0 = g,q(0)X.q+ X, —Q2/~X.'", (26)
where ~,q(0) denotes the matrix of zero-frequency sus-
ceptibility coefficients of Eqs. (19)—(20c), we find, for the
output signal amplitude variance,
(((+4Xyy) + Xy y(4+ 2u) + Xxy(4+ 2v) —4ryyygxy
8 2 ) (27)
where ( = yxxyyy —gxyyyx. We have plotted the
zero-frequency y coefficients as functions of detuning,
from which it can be seen that the denominator in the
above expression is largest around one linewidth &om the
Rabi-split level; cf. Fig. 2. For the parameters used, this
is the region of best squeezing. In this regime of opti-
mum squeezing, we find that almost all of Var(X, "~) is
due to the intracavity atomic noise contribution and al-
most none &om the input field. During numerical trials
we found that a large degree of squeezing in the ampli-
tude quadrature was available over a broad parameter
range.
However, since the Buctuation reduction is due to
spontaneous emission processes, a large amount of excess
noise is injected into the phase quadrature. The output
signal is no longer in a minimum uncertainty state, as
shown in our numerical computations, where, for exam-
ple, an amplitude quadrature variance of approximately
0.1 would be accompanied by a phase quadrature vari-
ance of the order of 1000. The product of the amplitude
and phase variances thus exceeds the Heisenberg limit by
a rather large factor.
We were able to obtain a lowest order analytical ap-
proximation to the signal amplitude output variance
which compares well with the numerical trials, show-
ing that the series expansion is valid for this system.
The graphic results presented have been plotted for the
zero-&equency component of the signal spectrum. Fig-
ure 3 shows the results for the following set of param-
eters: C, (cooperativity)= 600, pi —p2 = 1, e, = 0.1,
~O„~ = 1, and ~O,
~
= 50. It can readily be seen that
{(X,"~X,' ))2 drops very close to zero and almost all the
output Huctuations are due to intracavity atomic noise.
The attainment of good squeezing depends significantly
on achieving the optimum combination of cooperativity,
signal amplitude, and detuning. For a given set of pa-
rameters, it seems that the expected squeezing &om the
ladder system is very slightly inferior to that predicted
by Gheri and Walls [7] for the A system. This is to be ex-
pected since spontaneous emission is a more pronounced
feature of the ladder system.
We have also considered degradation of the squeezing
&om atomic losses to a fourth level and &oxn dephasing of
the signal transition via atomic collisions. The inclusion
20.
15-
10-
51 52 53 54 55
-1.2.
-1.4.
-l.6.
-1 8-
-1 01--
-1.02--
-1.03--
51 52 53 54 55
FIG. 2. Lowest order analytical approximations for the
three nonzero y coeKcients for the squeezer. These are the
values used in the analytical approximation plotted for the
signal output variance in Fig. 3, and are plotted for the same
parameters.
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FIG. 3. Signal output variance for the squeezer, showing
considerable squeezing at zero frequency for the following pa-
rameters: C, = 600, pq = pz = 1, IA„I = 1, IA, I = 50, and
K, = 0.1. The dashed line is the lowest order analytical ap-
proximation and the dotted line is ((X,"'X,'")) for the same
parameters.
B. Discussion
We have shown that an ensemble of driven ladder-
configuration atoms in a singly resonant optical cavity
lt
'
0.9- ',
1
08-i, ',
t0.7
o.s -I'
0.5
O4-
I,
(c)
0 I~
50 50.5 51 51.5 52 52.5 53 53.5 54 54.5 55
FIG. 4. Effects for the squeezer due to dephasing and
atomic losses for the same parameters as Fig. 3. (a) The
zero-frequency signai output variance as above. (b) The ef-
fect expected from a dephasing constant of 0.5pq. We suspect
that dephasing can reduce the variance for some detunings
via a dynamic noise suppression effect. (c) The variance with
atomic losses to a level below the ground state of the system
taken into account. The atoms also cycle to and from this
level at the same rate of O. lp~.
of physical values which we consider realistic for these ef-
fects still leaves significant amplitude squeezing. Figure 4
shows a set of results with these effects included. Atomic
number Buctuations would not be expected to have a sig-
nificant effect as long as they happen on a far longer time
scale than the spontaneous emission processes on which
the squeezing depends.
can produce a highly squeezed output signal without sig-
nificant degradation of the input. The effect requires that
a weak probe field on the lower transition be tuned close
to one of the split Rabi states generated by a strong sig-
nal field on the upper transition. A Buctuation in the
input field into the cavity may cause an increase in the
signal amplitude, thus increasing the Rabi splitting of
the intermediate level. This moves the probe field closer
to resonance with the lower transition, hence increasing
the rate of population transfer &om the ground state to
the intermediate level. The higher proportion of atoms
in the intermediate state can now absorb more photons
&om the signal, hence damping out the amplitude fluctu-
ation. A shortage of photons in the signal mode likewise
leads to a proportional reduction in the population in
the intermediate level and thus a lesser rate of absorp-
tion of signal photons. The photon number Buctuations
are dramatically reduced by this process, while the de-
pendence on spontaneous emission greatly increases the
phase Buctuations.
The overall effect is that the strength of the signal
input causes a self-induced transparency in the upper
atomic transition, enabling an almost lossless transmis-
sion of the signal. However, the increase in phase Buctu-
ations means that the transmitted signal is now far &om
being in a minimum uncertainty state.
VI. THE GHOST TRANSITION SCHEME
If we allow both the signal and probe fields to be reso-
nant within cavities, strong correlations build up between
the signal and probe phase quadrature Buctuations and
two photon coherences now play a dominant role. When
the probe field is tuned inside the signal-split Autler-
Townes doublet, a ghost transition (emptying of the lower
signal level via optical pumping) is created. This has
previously been exploited for a quantum nondemolition
(QND) measurement scheme [10]. A successful experi-
mental demonstration of a QND measurement using the
ghost transition scheme has been accomplished by Poizat
and Grangier [17].
In this section we will investigate the potential of the
ghost transition scheme for the reduction of output signal
amplitude Buctuations. An analysis of a similar scheme,
using three-level A atoms, by Gheri and Walls [8] has
predicted significant quantum-noise reduction. Since the
QND experiments of Poizat and Grangier were performed
on three-level ladder atoms, we shall investigate the po-
tential for squeezing in this system. The effect of having
the probe resonant with the cavity is that any probe Guc-
tuations can act back on the signal, building up correla-
tions between the two modes. This can either reduce or
increase the signal amplitude fluctuations, depending on
the detuning of the probe &om the lower atomic transi-
tion. The mechanism for the squeezing is the correlation
which builds up between the two modes. The fact that
this is completely different &om the mechanism at work
in the squeezer is shown by the system becoming unsta-
ble for the tuning configuration which gives good noise
reduction in the squeezer.
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A. Mesoscopic quantum Huctuation analysis
dXsi, (t) = dL f,sh(t)Xsh(&) + Ash(&)d&) (2S)
where Rsi, (t) and dLf, sh(t) have analogous meanings to
those used in the squeezer analysis above.
The zero-&equency susceptibility coefficients are again
derived &om the semiclassical solutions given above in
Eq. (7), performing Taylor expansions of the susceptibil-
ity coeKcients in terms of the mode operators. In par-
ticular, noting that the cooperativity C~ describes the
strength of the coupling between cavity inode j and the
atomic medium, and defining
The fiuctuation analysis for the ghost transition
scheme proceeds in a similar manner to that carried out
above for the squeezer model, with the additional compli-
cation that we must now also consider Quctuations in the
probe field. This is because the doubly resonant cavity al-
lows cross correlations between the two intracavity fields
to develop. Arranging all quadrature operators (with the
reference phases given by the respective input fields) in
a column vector Xsh(t) = (X,(t), Y, (t), Xp(t), Yp(t))
with the subscript having the obvious meaning, we can
again write the time evolution of the intracavity mode
Buctuations in the general form
p 2 Cp/1 Kp Cp+2Ks ~s Op I Re
&p 2 Ca p2 Ks Cp+1 Kp ~s Op I Re zp
(29d)
(29e)
we find, again to lowest order in I/[0, ] [cf. Eq. (21)),
C.r~22I 1 8P71
= —1+C„I'p, [I„(3I'+pi) —pi(I'+ 4 )]/D',
(30b)
y,„=—2 C,C„p3p3I„K„ I,x, r r' + 4v' D,', Soc
yp, = —8I'v C,Cpp1p2IpK, ~p Do.2
In Fig. 5 we have plotted the coefficients above as func-
tions of v to develop a feeling for their relative size. Note
that y~ and gp, are much larger than their respective
counterparts for the signal amplitude.
To calculate Var(X, "~), the quantity of interest, we
define nz —Var(X ) and n, = z(XpX, + X,Xp)—
(X„)(X,), where X is the intracavity atomic noise in
the amplitude quadrature of the jth atomic transition.
By using the standard input-output relationship and the
zero-frequency equation of motion
&23X. = &2C.
~
Xp = P1Cp
~S p
y„= —1 + Re(y, ) + 2I,BI.Re(y, ),
happ =
—1+Re(yp) + 2Ip81 Re(gp),
(29a)
(29b)
(29c)
0 = y i, (0)X h+X „—v/2/~X'"„,
where ysi, (0) denotes the matrix of susceptibility coeffi-
cients and vl2/m is a diagonal matrix, we arrive at the
formula for the zero-frequency variance in the output sig-
nal amplitude quadrature
(A + 2/pp) + 2K/ [ng happ 2ngygpyp p+ ygp (2/Kp + np)]
8S vie Xsp
+ps
FIG. 5. Lowest order analytical approxi-
mations to the amplitude-amplitude suscep-
tibilities for the ghost transition scheme, us-
ing the following parameters, with all fre-
quencies in units of p&.. 0, = 75, 0„=0.7,
C, = 600, C„= 50, x, = x~ = 0.5, and
pg —1.
-2
5i
-10
$5i
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where A = y„g~ —yp, y,p.
The amplitude-amplitude atomic noise correlation
terms below are calculated as for the squeezer, again to
lowest order in 1/ ~O, ~. In order to assist with ease of com-
putation and give analytical results in a sensibly concise
form, we set pi —p2 —2I' before proceeding [18]. This
allows us to find the explicit expressions
As
Ac
2C, I'2I„[3(I'2+4v )2+ I„(14I' + 59I„+120v )]
KBIBD1
(33a)
2C„I'2 [(I'2 + 4v2) 2 + I„(45I + 56v —2I' )]
KPD31
(33b)
r' C.C„I„' "
"[(r'+4 ')'+1„(31„'-8r'+32 ')]
D, gtcptcsIs
(33c)
with the common denominator
D1 —I' + 7I„+4v . (34)
B. Numerical trials
Although the analytical expression for Var(X, "i) de-
rived via the above procedure is too unwieldy to repro-
duce here, it can be plotted for comparison with numer-
ical trials. Figure 6 shows the result of one such trial. It
can immediately be seen that the lowest order terms from
the asymptotic expansion agree well with the overall form
of the full numerical result in the parameter regime cho-
sen, although there is some discrepancy if we consider the
difference f'rom ideal squeezing. We would expect that
the deviation here would be less than any experimental
uncertainties which would be introduced in a practical
realization of the scheme. There seems to be no reason.
why the degree of agreement would not hold over a wide
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FIG. 6. Zero-&equency variance in the output signal for the
ghost transition scheme. The solid line is the full numerical
solution while the dashed line is the lowest order analytical
approximation, both for the same parameters as in Fig. 5.
range of field intensities, so long as ]0,] » )O~[, pi, v so
that the expansion in terms of 1/~O, ] remains valid.
It can be seen that the range of detunings over which
good zero-frequency squeezing is available is smaller than
for the squeezer model, and the sign of the detuning has
changed. This is because the probe is now tuned to the
inside of the Autler-Townes doublet. The squeezing is
not the absolute maximum theoretically achievable, but
can be improved by further increasing C, and ]O, ~.
C. The physical mechanism
The unusual tuning limit of a weak probe being far
from resonance with the ]1) to ~2) transition indicates
that two-photon processes are important in the ghost
transition scheme. Formally this is manifested by the el-
ements o12 and cr23 of the atomic polarization containing
significant contributions from the two-photon coherence
(713 By taking the semiclassical steady-state solutions of
the equations of motion [cf. Eq. (7)] we can readily show
0:0„'
~ii+
~
+id g IAsl' )
( 0„'0;
Cr23 = CT33 —Cr22 — I 12 CT13pi+ ~. k (35b)
Comparison of the different sizes expected from the in-
dividual terms, noting that 011 )& 022 and 022 = o33)
demonstrates our contention of the relative importance
of two-photon processes. Assigning to the various param-
eters the values used in Fig. 6 and taking v = —1, the
approximate detuning of maximum squeezing, we find
&22 0 11 0.743)
0 33 0 22 0.0011,
fn„*n.*
Im " 2 0 is = —1312,(Ap2 )
t'n.*n„*
Re ' 2 0'is = 0.0011.
~s )
(36a)
(36b)
(36c)
(36d)
X, = — '"X~ — (X. —Q2/~, X,'"),
XBS +BS
(37a)
The relative sizes of these terms mean that stimulated ab-
sorptive or emissive events on one transition will always
have an effect on the field dressing the other transition.
The loss of a signal photon can provoke the emission of
a probe photon induced by the two-photon coherence u13.
The decrease in the signal intensity reduces the Stark
splitting and can, depending on the sign of the detuning,
turn the coupling either up or down.
The y coefficients defined above [cf. Eq. (29)] can be
used to develop a feeling for the way in which the two
zero-frequency amplitude quadratures interact. Each
amplitude quadrature can be expressed in terms of the
other amplitude quadrature and the appropriate atomic
and input noise by the linear estimators
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Xp —— P' X.— (Xp —g2/+~X' ).
Xm Xm
(37b)
(39)
By either substituting the series results given above in
Eq. (30) or using the plots given in Fig. 5, considering
probe tunings to either side of the Rabi level and assum-
ing that atomic noise levels remain moderate, we see the
following.
(i) v ( 0. A Huctuation in X, triggers a change of
equal sign in X„and a Buctuation in X„triggers a change
of opposite sign in X,. Thus any increase in X, causes a
proportional increase in X„,which acts back on X, as a
restoring force. This is the essence of damping and will
cause a smoothing out of amplitude Huctuations in the
signal field.
(ii) v ) 0. A Huctuation in X, triggers a change of
opposite sign in X„and a Buctuation in X„ triggers a
change of opposite sign in X,. Thus a fiuctuation in X,
will act back on itself to cause enhancement so that the
system will become unstable.
Such effects were not present in the squeezer model
where the absence of a cavity for the probe did not allow
for the buildup of appreciable mode cross correlation.
It is clear that, regardless of the sign of v, slow signal
Huctuations can imprint themselves on the probe am-
plitude. While these considerations demonstrate clearly
why squeezing is possible in this model, they do not re-
veal the physical mechanism responsible. To accomplish
this we will take advantage of the formal similarity of
a zero-&equency Buctuation analysis and an adiabatic
analysis. A zero-&equency analysis only applies to slow
field Buctuations, which the atoms will follow adiabati-
cally.
From Eq. (35a) above, we can see that
(3S)
Since the two-photon coherence is of the order of unity
and
~A,
~
&& 1, this implies that the dominant form of
absorption and emission on the probed transition is via
three-photon processes involving one probe and two sig-
nal photons. This is expected since the probe is far
&om resonance, causing single photon events to be scarce.
For the signal mode, the situation is different, with the
atomic coherence 023 able to be expressed as the differ-
ence of two terms of comparable size as illustrated by
Eqs. (35b) and (36).
If we examine y, [cf. Eq. (29a)], we see that the imag-
inary part is entirely determined by the two-photon co-
herence, but the real part, which determines the dissipa-
tive behavior of the atoms, has contributions &om both
terms. It can be shown that the population difference
makes a somewhat larger contribution and thus deter-
mines the weak atomic response to the signal beam.
An in-depth analysis reveals that the net contribution
&om the population HiHerence is due to the small &action
of population in
~3) that spontaneously decays to level ~2)
(cf. also Sec. II). We may write
The upper signal level is mainly populated by stimu-
lated two-photon absorption &om the ground state. In
the steady state there will be an equal number of time-
reversed processes due to their coherent nature, so that
net loss for the signal can only occur through single-
photon absorption after a spontaneous decay from ~3).
We can now use our results to explain the general phys-
ical mechanism responsible for signal amplitude noise re-
duction. Let us first discuss the situation for positive v,
the regime of good squeezing in the single mode squeezer
model.
The inclusion of a cavity for the probe means that
probe Huctuations, having built up as a result of signal
Huctuations, can act back on the signal to induce Huctu-
ations in the populations of the signal transition levels.
At first sight this may seem like an argument in time,
which would not be appropriate for the zero-&equency
component of the variance. However, the zero-frequency
argument is equivalent to the time argument provided the
atoms relax much faster than the fields [19]. The relative
sizes of the yg~ coefficients (cf. Fig. 5) shows that Xz
will follow X, adiabatically, with the probe responding
almost instantaneously to signal Huctuations.
v ) 0. Suppose a slow Huctuation increases the ampli-
tude of the signal. This will alter the effective detuning
of the probe due to the intensity dependence of the ac
Stark effect, moving the probe closer to resonance with
the lower Rabi level and increasing the coupling. Absorp-
tion &om the probe field increases due to an enhancement
of lossy Raman transitions between levels 1 and 3. The
population in the two levels of the signal transition de-
pends crucially on the strength of the probe field, as can
be seen from
2I'I„
I (3I'+ )+p (I'+4v')'
A weaker probe will inevitably result in less population
in the excited state. Thus the basic principle of noise
reduction at work in the squeezer setup will be under-
mined since the probe light is damped faster and more
efBciently than the signal light can relax.
A decrease in X„will always create an environment
fostering the signal amplitude regardless of the sign of v,
as can be seen from Eq. (37b). Depending on the size
of C„and v, a substantial increase in signal Buctuations
can occur due to less attenuation.
v ( 0. In this tuning limit an increase in the signal will
turn down the probe-atom coupling and thus reduce the
absorption of probe photons. The subsequent increase in
probe intensity now feeds back into the signal as addi-
tional damping by means of an increase of excited-state
population. This will suppress signal amplitude Buctua-
tions. The reason is that the increased intensity of the
probe competes with the reduced coupling strength to
actually increase the population in the intermediate level
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&, = 2Tr(~si) + 4Tr(ash) —det~sh (41)
for certain sets of parameters. This increased population
can then absorb more photons from the signal, damping
out the Huctuations.
Note that the above suffices to explain the general noise
reduction mechanism at work and has its merits in pro-
viding us with a simple picture. It does not, however,
account for all the details of the interplay of the two
modes. In particular, it needs to be mentioned that, for
certain negative v, the probe amplitude only follows the
signal amplitude adiabatically in an approximate sense.
For probe detunings for which the quantum-noise re-
duction mechanism works best the eigenvalues A~of the
matrix ash [formed by the four coefficients given in
Eqs. (30)j develop a nonvanishing imaginary part. As-
suming for the sake of simplicity that both cavity decay
rates are equal to a value K and defining
we find that —u, = 4 Tr(~sg) —det~g~ ( 0 (in units of
K) A. s a result no genuine adiabaticity is present in the
interaction. However, if we average the Huctuations over
times larger than 1ju, we will again find that the two
modes evolve in unison.
In Fig. 7(a) we contrast the predictions for the spec-
tral variance V(X,"') of the signal output amplitude for
A and ladder-configuration atoms, plotting the spectral
variance of the signal amplitude for the same parameters
as in Fig. 5 and for v = —1. It appears that the per-
formance of ladder atoms is superior to that of A atoms
for substantially nonzero &equencies. Note that for A
atoms the spectrum displays a hump centered around
1.38K. This thus leads to a narrowing of the
frequency range for which we can expect efficient noise
suppression. In Fig. 7(b) we again plot a comparison
between the two configurations, in the clearly adiabatic
limit of K/pq —0.1. The dotted line serves the purpose
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FIG. 7. (a) Spectral variance of the output signal amplitude for the same parameters as in Fig. 5 snd v = —1. The continuous
line is for ladder atoms, while the dashed line is for A atoms far the same parameters. Nate that substantial noise reduction
is only present for frequencies u « cu 1.38K„which is denoted by the vertical lines. The most surprising feature is that,
for ladder atoms, the excess noise centered on co, is completely absent. Our numerical investigations suggest that the signal
coherences, all else being equal, will decay faster in the ladder system, thus preserving the sdiabsticity for faster cavities. (b)
The adiabatic limit. All parameters are the same ss in (s), except for n„= r.„=0.1. The continuous and dashed lines are the
same as in (a) while the dotted line, representing 1 —[1 —V(X," ' )]4+ /(4e + u ), is a close approximation to the squeezes
spectrum for the same parameters. Note that the noisy hump hss become far less prominent for the A system. (c) The case of
strongly damped cavities with the dashed line as above. We set e, = z„= 4pz snd leave all other parameters as in (s). Again
the excess noise at u, is absent for the ladder configuration. Because the noise suppression mechanism depends on spontaneous
emission, only a band of frequencies satisfying u & pz exhibit squeezing.
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of illustrating the narrowing effect of an oscillatory be-
havior of the fluctuations. Its functional dependence on
ai is given by 1 —[1—V(X,"t o)]4+2/(4+2+ io2), which is
of the same form as the result obtained for the squeezer
model [20]. For frequencies larger than 1.38+ this curve
no longer gives a satisfactory fit. Switching to the nona-
diabatic limit of strongly damped cavities, we find that
noise suppression is limited by the rate at which the
atomic system can relax, which thus defines the relevant
internal time scale. The bandwidth of the squeezing is
now lixnited by the size of the spontaneous decay rates,
as illustrated in Fig. 7(c).
The squeezing in the two-mode ghost transition model
is another example of the utility of atomic coherence.
Clearly, the range of probe detuning for which squeez-
ing persists has been narrowed in comparison with the
squeezer. An extension of this range could be achieved by
exploiting the correlation between the output light from
the probe and the signal cavities. A measurement per-
formed on the probe output light can be used to correct
some of the Buctuations still present in the signal output
light. It has previously been shown that conditioning the
signal output on a measurement of the probe output can
lead to substantial further improvement in the squeezing
for A atoms [8]. The feasibility of such an undertaking
has already been demonstrated in a quantum feedforward
scheme using twin beams from an optical parametric os-
cillator [21].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that dressed three-level atoms can be
used to generate significant squeezing in the amplitude of
a strong signal field even if the signal is resonant with a
bare atomic transition. We have considered the interac-
tion of three-level atoms in the ladder configuration with
a strong cavity field applied to the upper transition and a
weak probe field to the lower transition. The weak field is
tuned close to resonance with one of the Rabi levels cre-
ated by the driving of the atoms with the strong signal
field.
In the first configuration considered the probe light is
applied in transmission. Noise reduction can be achieved
for tuning the probe close to the outside of the Autler-
Townes doublet. As the mechanism responsible we have
identified the sensitivity of the excited-state population
to the size of the detuning between the probe light and
the Rabi level, which in turn depends on the strength of
the cavity field. This can be exploited to stabilize the
intensity of the cavity field and reduce the Quctuations
in the amplitude of the output light below the shot-noise
limit.
In the ghost transition scheme we have found that
quantum-noise reduction can be achieved with both
probe and signal being allowed to resonate in a cavity. Al-
though there are similarities between the two configura-
tions, the physical mechanism responsible for the squeez-
ing is totally different. For the tuning limit in which the
squeezer works best we now encounter unstable behavior
because of detrimental positive feedback &om the probe
fiuctuations whereas tuning to the inside of the Autler-
Townes doublet causes negative feedback, which provides
a damping mechanism for the signal amplitude Huctua-
tions.
The size of the Beld dressing the upper atomic transi-
tion ensures that absorption from the mean field is small.
The strong field thus creates a self-induced transparency
in the atomic medium. Nonlinear absorption used to
suppress intensity fiuctuations is nevertheless greatly en-
hanced. The combination of small losses &om the co-
herent input field into the cavity in conjunction with the
convincing amount of noise reduction raises hopes that
atomic coherence will play a role in efForts to find an ef-
ficient scheme for the conversion of coherent input light
into bright-squeezed output light.
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